The Neo-Latin poetry and prose from North America have already been well surveyed. Drawing on recent historical work, I propose instead to study the place of Neo-Latin writing in the broader history of attitudes toward Latin and the classics in North America (excluding Mexico, which follows the pattern of Spanish cultural assimilation best treated alongside Latin America).
Is this a specifically Latin American phenomenon, or can we draw parallels with North American and European populisms? Does populism represent a clear and present danger to democracy, or is it rather a "phase" in the process of political institutionalization? We will not, of course, tackle all these issues here, although we will briefly touch on all of them. The focus of our discussion will be the following question: Is there an ideological nexus between neopopulism and neoliberalism? 

1. [Neo]Populism and [Neo]Liberalism
3. The combination of neoliberalism and populism in Latin America has been described as an "unexpected convergence" (Weyland, 1999) and a "novel paradox" (Roberts, 1995), that is, a connection between two political options that would seem to be fundamentally at odds. New Latin (also called Neo-Latin or Modern Latin) was a revival in the use of Latin in original, scholarly, and scientific works between c. 1375 and c. 1900. Modern scholarly and technical nomenclature, such as in zoological and botanical taxonomy and international scientific vocabulary, draws extensively from New Latin vocabulary. In such use, New Latin is often viewed as still existing and subject to new word formation. As a language for full expression in prose or poetry, however, it is often President, American Association for Neo-Latin Studies. “Ein monumentales Unternehmen [...]. Die Vielfalt der präsentierten Ansätze [ist] beeindruckend, der ambitionierte Versuch, in Quer- und Längsschnitten die Welt des Neu-Lateins möglichst vollständig zu erfassen, ist rundum geglückt. LATIN AND THE NEW WORLD Cosmography and Exploration Monique Mund-Dopchie Latin in Latin America Andrew Laird Neo-Latin in North America Ann Blair Asia Zweder von Martels. NEO-LATIN: THE TWILIGHT YEARS Neo-Latin Verse in the Twilight Years (1700-Present) David Money Neo-Latin Prose in the Twilight Years (1700-Present) Dirk Sacré. HISTORY OF NEO-LATIN STUDIES History of Neo-Latin Studies Demmy Verbeke. MICROPAEDIA.